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1080P

FHD 200°
PARK LINE

3D3D
IP69K

 Item code : VICAM-AMS-360-VIEW
Camera : VICAM-AMS-360-CAM1

A new technology for your safety

· 360° view and 3D perspective: 
Activate this feature to preview your vehicle* from above. Make your maneuvers easier and 
don’t miss anything that happens around it, even in blind spots.

FEATURES: 

Our 360° is composed of 4 cameras placed at the front, rear and sides of the vehicle. Once 
installed, you will get a 360° view all around the vehicle, and even of blind spots.
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360° SYSTEM

(Example of visualization of the 360° view with an AMS screen. The monitor is sold separately)
*2D agricultural vehicle visual to choose from: tractor, harvester or forage harvester
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AMS Diffusion 

360° SYSTEM

Camera:

 Solids/Liquids protection index: IP69K
 Operating temperature: -20°C +70°C
 Storage temperature: -40°C to +85°C
 Resolution: 1080P
 Viewing angle: 200°
 Sensor: 1/2.9» CMOS
 Video output: 1.0Vp-p, 75 Ohm
 Power supply: 12 V
 Auto White Balance

Control unit:

 Operating voltage: 10-32 V
 Operating current: <2 A/12 V
 Operating temperature: -20°C +70°C
 Storage temperature: -40°C to +85°C
 Operating humidity: 10% - 95%
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· Front / rear / left / right view:
You can choose to display on the screen the view of the cameras of your choice. When you 
activate one of the falshing lights, the 360°   system displays the view of the corresponding 
camera (left camera if you turn left and right if you turn right). When reversing, the system 
displays the rear camera view.

· Parking lines:
When in reverse, activate the parking lines to get a better appreciation of distances.

· Recording:
Possibility of recording on SD card

TECHNICAL FEATURES:


